WHY CANCER INSURANCE?

Aflac’s Personal Cancer Indemnity Plan Features*:

♦ **PAYS CASH TO YOU** for as long as patient is receiving cancer treatment. No lifetime limit on most benefits!

♦ **PAYS CASH TO YOU** regardless of any other insurance you carry!

♦ **PAYS CASH TO YOU** to help offset extra costs associated with cancer (medical & personal). You decide where monies are spent!

♦ **PAYS CASH TO YOU** for annual cancer screening tests, even when they are paid for by your health insurance. Early detection is critical in fighting cancer! Read the policy benefits brochure for details.

♦ Benefits grow with time (inflation fighter)!

♦ Policy is guaranteed renewable for your lifetime!

♦ Premiums are waived if you are totally disabled due to cancer!

♦ Dependents are covered up to age 26!

♦ **First Occurrence Building Benefit Rider and Specific Disease Benefit Rider included!**

*Aflac’s Personal Cancer Indemnity Plan* helps relieve the financial stress when you or a family member is diagnosed with cancer. Please, do not wait until it is too late. Enroll in this valuable coverage today!

*Please read brochure/outline for detailed description of benefits.*